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.. medieval Oxford, an ancient monastery in Great Britain, and an evil cult in the Ottoman Empire... as a deadly contagion
spreads through the population of the ... world. Take on the role of ... a nameless, faceless, and fearless agent of destiny in this
classic story of good vs. evil, ... and victory. Masque of the Red Death is a chiller with multiple endings. ... how will ... you
determine the fate of humanity? Put on the Mask, pick up your weapon and fight evil, or surrender to the Red Death. Enjoy the
melodic symphonic score by composer Neil L.%26%20Cook. Explore a full-color art gallery, featuring an incredible collection
of artwork from various artists, and compare your progress in this addictive, immersive, and atmospheric puzzle adventure game
to the alternative story endings. It is a “modern day” retelling of The Red Death. It is a terrible and mysterious plague that
reduces its victims to a state of insensibility in a matter of hours, and is not unlike the Black Plague of the Middle Ages. Its
impact was felt on every continent. -The Epilogue ends with the narrator telling about "a dark and blood-stained epoch" that
gave way to the next plague, the Black Death, a larger and more deadly plague that struck England and Europe again. .. . . "And
just as before, one man's heroism saved the lives of many. You are that man." In-app purchases "Entertaining twists and turns"
The leader of the Red Death, Edgar Allan Poe, claimed that the game was "intended to challenge the reader to determine his
own ending" in the original publication. In December 2010, 1UP.com stated that some of the "increasingly obtuse" puzzles have
been simplified. They believed that the game's in-game ads for more puzzles were "baffling" and noted that the advertising also
contained the cryptic message "You are that man." References Category:2009 video games Category:Video games based on
novels Category:Video games based on works by Edgar Allan Poe Category:Video games developed in the United States
Category:Android (operating system) games Category:IOS games Category:Video games set in England Category:Mystery video
games Category:Single-player video games f3e1b3768c
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